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OBJECTIVE
The objective of this paper is to introduce you to some of the early African Americans who
served on the MPDC and to discuss some of the issues with which they had to deal.

A recurring theme is going to be the discrimination in hiring and promotion practices that
resulted in such a small number of blacks serving amongst a predominantly white force.
Keep William West, the black officer in the last row, In mind. You will hear more about him
later.
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THERE WERE NO BLACK OFFICERS FROM 1861 to 1869
After Congress authorized the MPD on August 6, 1861 there was a scramble to identify men
to fill the 150 positions as Private and 10 as Sergeants. Even though Free Blacks and
Mulattos accounted for 15% of the 61,000 people counted in the 1860 census, there were no
known African Americans among the applicants.
Slavery was still legal and the Black Codes were still in effect. The Black Codes subjected
slaves and free blacks to a 10:00 pm curfew, prohibited meetings, denied the right to own and
operate a business and severely limited their choice of occupations. All African Americans,
whether slave or free, were banned from the White House and free blacks could enter the
U.S. Capitol only if they were there on business. The Dred Scott decision of 1857 denied all
African Americans the right to citizenship, and no African American could serve on a jury or
testify against a white person. In such an environment it would have been impossible for a
black man to be appointed to the force if one had been bold enough to apply.
When the slaves in DC were emancipated on April 16, 1862, the Black Codes were abolished,
but the atmosphere was still one of distrust and, with few exceptions, free blacks were
relegated to the laboring classes of society along with the Irish immigrants who succeeded in
obtaining many of the positions in the police and fire departments.
With the Republican Party firmly in control and many African Americans participating in the
political process for the first time, the Reconstruction era Amendments to the Constitution
were enacted. The 13th amendment abolished slavery, the 14th amendment restored
citizenship and the 15th amendment gave all male
American citizens the right to vote. In every case
Congress enacted legislation that gave these rights to
African Americans in DC ahead of the Constitutional
Amendments being ratified.
In 1868, a high turnout among black voters elected
Sayles Bowen mayor. He was well known in the
African American community for his efforts to improve
conditions and provide quality education to black
children. He began appointing African Americans to
positions in the District government and providing
more employment opportunities.
In the June election of 1869, five African Americans
were elected to the Common Council, 2 of whom were
former slaves. John F. Cook, Jr. was elected to the
Board of Aldermen and later appointed Register of
Deeds.
Sayles Bowen, Mayor 1868-1870
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THE FIRST AFRICAN AMERICANS APPOINTED TO THE MPD
On July 8, 1869 the Board of Police Commissioners, of which Sayles Bowen had formerly
been a member, approved the appointment of the first three African Americans to the
Metropolitan Police Department. They were educated and well connected men who had been
very active in local politics.
Charles Tillman was born in Pennsylvania but had lived in DC for 8 years prior to his
appointment. He listed his occupation as laborer. The City Directory of 1869 lists him as

Robert Fleet, Charles Tillman and John F. Cook are listed as neighbors in the 1870 census

working in the Bureau of Statistics making
him one of the few privileged blacks who
held positions in the Federal Government,
even though in a low level position.
He is also mentioned in newspaper
articles as being prominent in the African
Methodist Episcopal (AME) church. His
application indicates that he that he had
served in the army and furnished a
substitute during the Civil War. His
application is endorsed by, among others,
John F. Cook, who according to the 1870
Census was also his neighbor on 16th
Street just north of the White House and
in the 1st Ward.
Endorsements on Charles Tillman’s application.
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Just five months after joining the police force, in late November 1869, Tillman was the first
African American to be promoted when he was transferred to the Detective force consisting of
5 white men and himself. In his 1891 letter of application to the Detective Bureau, Henry
Lacy, wrote of Tillman “in years past there was a colored member of the force who by his tact
and energy reflected great credit upon the Detective Force as well as the race he
represented.” Lacy goes on to say “during his term of service I was Deputy Marshall of the
Police Court and aided him in the arrest of many thieves as well as in the recovery of stolen
goods.”
Tillman's service was cut short when he died of consumption October 30, 1871. The Evening
Star reported that “Captain Brock has issued an order speaking in warm terms of praise of the
deceased,” and stating that “as a mark of respect for the departed a detail of fifty men will be
made to escort the remains this afternoon.” There would not be another black detective until
Henry Lacy was appointed in January 1892.
All applicants were required to submit a form with endorsements from men who could vouch
for their character. The more important and powerful the men endorsing the application were,
the greater the chance of obtaining an appointment.

Source: National Archives, Record Group 351, Entry 119, Personnel Files
Personnel File of Francis Allen
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While a bit of an aside, I couldn't resist including this letter signed by Frederick Douglass that
is in the personnel file of Francis Allen.
Calvin Caruthers was born in Memphis, Tennessee, but had lived in DC for 10 years, 5 of
which were spent in the Union Army. He served honorably on the MPD for 11 years until
December 20, 1880 when he requested 5 days leave of absence. On December 30th his
Lieutenant, reported that he had failed to return to duty. He added, “He left at this station his
arms and equipments belonging to this Department, and has taken away all his clothing and
other things belonging to him, which circumstance together with the fact that his wife and
friends are unable to give any account of his whereabouts would indicate that he does not
intend to return.” Nothing further was heard from Caruthers, and he was formally dismissed
from the force on February 1, 1881. I have found no further information to explain the sudden
end to what had otherwise been an honorable career.
Abraham Dyson was a veteran of the Civil War and was affiliated with the Republican party
after the War. He was colonel of one of the colored regiments of 'Boys in Blue,' a veterans
organization that was predominantly
Republican and working for veterans’
rights. He had to give up his political
activities, as had the others, when he
joined the police force, it being against
the rules to participate in any way in
political activities. Of his career, the
Evening Star generally mentions him
as serving with Caruthers. On
November 9, 1871 he applied for a
promotion to Detective to fill the
position made vacant by Tillman's
death. In spite of the fact that he was
endorsed by several prominent white
men, he was not promoted. Dyson
died of consumption April 23, 1876 at
his home in S.W. Washington. His
obituary indicates the “His burial will
be solemnized with the honors usually
National Republican, July 9, 1869
bestowed upon a deceased officer.
There were three more African Americans appointed in 1869 bringing the total to 6 on a force
of 243 men or 2.5% of the force:
Walter Cooper was appointed on September 16 and was dismissed eleven months later for
intoxication – one of the most common reasons for dismissal.
Robert Fleet was appointed October 28. He was also a neighbor of John F. Cook, who
endorsed him.
Early on the morning of August 20, 1874, he discovered a fire and ran to the nearest alarm
box and reported the fire. He died on the spot, presumably of a heart attack. He was 32 and
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left a wife and two children “who are left in poor circumstances.” His obituary says of him,
“There was hardly an officer on the force more generally liked, he being of quiet, unassuming
manners, and faithful and discreet in the discharge of his duties. As was remarked by some
of the officers who had been his colleagues, 'He was a gentleman.'” He is not listed on the
MPDC's Memorial web page, but if he were he would be the second to die in the line of duty.
Frank Janifer was appointed December 9th. There is no personnel file for Officer Janifer, but
he is mentioned on a few occasions in the Washington Post. He was dismissed July 11,
1879 for taking a drink of a supposed intoxicating liquor. The order was rescinded on the 18th
when evidence showed that “it was only Jamaica ginger he had taken, for sickness.” A month
later he lost a finger when he accidentally shot himself on firing a warning shot after an
escaping prisoner. His record in the appointment log does not indicate when he left the force
or for what reason. He is described as “a very efficient officer,” so it is unlikely that he was
dismissed. He is last mentioned in the Washington Post on April 20, 1884 when he
extinguished a fire at a wood and coal yard in N.W. Washington. It is possible he died shortly
thereafter but no obituary has been found.
Ten more African Americans were appointed between 1870 and 1876 and then the
appointments ceased. As you can see, some of the early appointees resigned or were
dismissed within a few years. Others went on to serve 30 years or more until they were
retired.
Name

Appointed

Service Ended

Reason

1

Abraham Dyson

July 8, 1869

April 23, 1876

Died

2

Charles Tillman

July 8, 1869

October 30, 1871

Died

3

Calvin Caruthers

July 8, 1869

February 1, 1881

Desertion

4

Walter Cooper

September 16, 1869

August 18, 1870

Intoxication

5

Robert Fleet

October 28, 1869

August 20, 1874

Died in the Line of
Duty

6

Frank Janifer

December 9, 1869

After 1884

Unknown

7

William J. Jackson

August 25, 1870

October 1, 1909

Retired

8

William Henry West

September 21, 1871

September 1, 1901

Retired

9

John Wesley Bailey

August 22, 1872

January 28, 1910

Died

10

David E. Chase

September 5, 1872

December 30, 1875

Non-payment of debts

11

Philip Thompson

January 15, 1874

April 15, 1883

Disability (blinded)

12

Thomas J. Clark

April 9, 1874

January 31, 1885

Intoxication

13

Joseph F. Amos

May 6, 1875

November 30, 1908

Retired

14

William T. Clinton

January 13, 1876

January 15, 1922

Retired

15

Joshua McNeal

March 9, 1876

May 1, 1892

Retired

16

Richard Anderson

July 1, 1876

April 9, 1921

Retired

The first 16 African Americans appointed to the MPDC
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It is important to emphasize that all of these men were educated. They could read, write and
often spoke eloquently and powerfully. Most had been active members of the Republican
clubs of the city's wards and added their voices to the struggle for veterans’ rights and the
right to vote. All had witnessed and benefited from a period when African American men had
a real say in political and civic affairs.
HOW DID DC'S INTEGRATION OF THE MPDC COMPARE WITH OTHER CITIES
New Orleans was the first city to appoint black officers in 1805, but in 1822 the law changed
and only whites could serve.
Southern Cities

Year

Northern Cities

Year

New Orleans

1867

Chicago

1872

Selma

1867

Pittsburgh

1875

Mobile

1867

Indianapolis

1876

Montgomery

1868

Boston

1878

Raleigh

1868

Cleveland

1881

Washington, DC

1869

Philadelphia

1881

Houston

1870

Columbus

1885

Austin

1872

Los Angeles

1886

Chattanooga

1872

Cincinnati

1886

Jacksonville

1873

Detroit

1890

Memphis

1878

Brooklyn

1891

St. Louis

1901

New York

1911

The Reconstruction era created new opportunities for African Americans in the Southern
states. These tables show the year the first African Americans were appointed to each city's
police force. After Reconstruction ended most of the Southern cities quickly removed all black
officers, and many did not again reappoint a black officer until the 1940’s.
Ironically, the Northern cities lagged far behind the Southern cities in integrating their police
forces with New York not appointing its first black policeman until 1911.
ONLY ONE AFRICAN AMERICAN WAS APPOINTED TO THE MPD BETWEEN 1877 AND
1890
The period after Reconstruction (approx. 1874) saw a general decline in the influence and
status of African Americans in both political and civic affairs. The Black Republicans fought
long and hard to get the vote and fought equally as hard to prevent a change in municipal
government that would deprive them of their votes. But, in 1871 Congress enacted a change
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that limited the electorate’s right to vote for only the lower chamber of the municipal
government and a nonvoting delegate to Congress. They lost even that privilege in 1874.
At the same time appointments of blacks to government positions were becoming fewer, and
the rise of Jim Crow racial segregation resulted in a decline in political, civic and social
integration. Constance Green, in her book, The Secret City, named the chapter discussing
the period 1877 to 1901 “Withering of Hope”.
The most powerful barrier, however, to the appointment to the police force was an act passed
by Congress In 1867 that required all policemen to have served in the army or navy and have
received an honorable discharge. It was strictly enforced and already in the late 1870s and
especially through the 1880s the annual reports complained that it had become difficult to find
suitable candidates that could satisfy that requirement. Demands to repeal the army/navy
clause were coming from all directions. The Washington Bee was especially vocal in
demanding the law’s repeal because it was seen as being especially prejudicial to potential
African American candidates. It was finally repealed in 1892.
In the period 1877 to 1890 I have found only one appointment of a black veteran.
William Murrell was appointed December 31, 1884. He was born a slave in Georgia in 1845
and served in the 138th Regiment, U.S. Colored Troops during the Civil War. He then served
2 terms in the Louisiana House of Representatives
and 3 terms in the Senate. During that time he also
served as Colonel in the Louisiana national guard.
In his application he listed his occupation as
journalist, and he was at the time the business
manager of The Washington Bee. He was a lifelong friend and supporter of William Calvin Chase
and other prominent black Republicans, who were
no doubt helpful in securing a position on the police
force.
He served until September 1886. In that month
Atlas Ford, an African American and a white-washer
by trade, was living at 1924 I St. N.W. with his wife, 2
daughters and a servant. He charged “that Officer
Murrell attempted to make use of my house, without
authority, for purposes of illicit intercourse, with said
colored woman, his companion.”
The Trial Board took charges of immorality very seriously, and, as they did so often with white
officer charged with a similar offense, they dismissed Pvt. Murrell from the force.
Unlike so many others dismissed from the force, William Murrell prospered. He again took up
his profession in journalism and served as editor of the newspaper that he founded in Jersey
City, The Trumpet. He returned to D.C. periodically to accept positions in the Federal
government, and he continued to play a prominent role in the Black Republican party both in
New Jersey and DC. He had been living in DC from about 1900 to 1911. At some point
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thereafter he moved to Steuben County, NY where he served as State Commander of the
GAR and was influential in the education of blacks in Steuben County. He died in 1932 and is
listed on the Steuben County Hall of Fame.
Even though he was on the police force for only 2 years and dismissed, I take the time to give
a brief biography, because he is another example of the black activists that served on the
early MPDC.
ABOUT IDENTIFYING AFRICAN AMERICAN POLICEMEN
Now a word about identifying “colored” policemen in the 19th and early 20th century. The word
is “difficult.” There was no question on the application form regarding race, although I was
able to identify one, because he volunteered the information that he was a “colored”
American. The annual reports to Congress give no information about the racial make-up of
the department. The personnel files generally contain no information about race except in
rare cases where trial testimony indicates that an officer was “colored.”
4th Precinct, 1894

Albert Anderson

Romeo R. Bowie

Source: History of the District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Department, 1894, p. 202

The photographs that appear in the 1894 history of the department give the names of the
officers making it possible to identify a few of the African Americans.
In one case, correspondence from a civilian requested information about the “old colored
officer.” Generally, however, the newspapers are the best sources. They almost always
made a point of identifying an officer as “colored.” That continued to be the case up until the
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1950's when the civil rights movement began having an impact on the language used when
talking about black citizens.
Washington Post, Oct. 11, 1920

Washington Post, Mar. 15, 1936

National Archives, Record Group
351, Entry 119, Personnel File of
Joseph Amos.

Searching the newspapers for names is very time consuming and to date, my list of the
African Americans appointed between 1869 and 1920 contains only 56 names. Even if I'm off
by 100% and the number should be more like 100, this is a miniscule number compared to
the approximately 2,900 names that appear in the appointment logs from 1861 to 1905.
Of the 56 names:
8
Died . . . 2 (possibly 3) in the line of duty
8
Resigned
14
were Honorably discharged
7
Left for reasons unknown
19
were Dismissed or allowed to resign pending charges
DISMISSAL FROM THE FORCE
19 dismissed or allowed to resign pending charges may seem a large number, but the service
records of black officers are no different from their white “brothers.” There is no indication that
black officers performed any better or worse, or that they were treated more severely than
white officers. Black officers were dismissed for the same reasons as white officers. You
have already heard the reason for William Murrell's dismissal. Here are some examples of
other charges that led to dismissal.
An officer could be dismissed for inefficiency.
Philip Thompson was dismissed in April 1883 after 9 years of honorable service. There
were 5 white officers dismissed at the same time for inefficiency due to physical disability, but
Thompson’s case was the most egregious. Thompson had been blinded in the line of duty,
and the African American community was outraged that someone who had served so faithfully
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and was disabled on the job through no fault of his own, could be dismissed without a
pension. A year later, probably as the result of the newspapers periodically reminding the
The Evening Critic, Sept. 5, 1884

The Sunday Herald, Mar. 26, 1882

The Bee, Sept. 8, 1883

public of Thompson's situation, a bill was introduced into Congress to provide relief to
policemen and firemen disabled in the line of duty. The Committee on the District of
Columbia, to whom the bill was referred, reported back “The committee know no reason why
they should establish a pension bureau in the District of Columbia for this class of service.
The service in these departments is voluntary and much sought after, and is entered upon
with knowledge of the risks connected with the employment. The committee report the bill
back to the House adversely, and ask to be relieved from further consideration of the same.”
The colored community, in an outpouring of sympathy, held a picnic in September 1883 to
benefit on Pvt. Thompson and raised $100.27, about three month's salary. He died of his
injuries a year later.
An officer could be dismissed for reasons that in no way reflected his performance on the job.
David Chase was dismissed for not paying a just debt. A rule of the department required that
all debts incurred while on the force be paid in a timely manner. Debtors could and often did
contact the Major and Superintendent (current term Chief of Police) for assistance in receiving
payment. If brought before the Trial Board and ordered to pay, an officer would be dismissed
if he couldn't or wouldn't repay the debt within the time specified. Numerous debtors had filed
grievances against Chase, and the Trial Board, irritated by the number of complaints,
dismissed him in December 1875.
Dismissal was sometimes for conduct unbecoming an officer while off duty.
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Detective Sgt. Richard Beckley was allowed to resign in lieu of dismissal in 1920 after 12
years of exemplary service and the second African American to reach the rank of Detective
Sergeant. As you’ve already seen he was found in a room with a woman, not his wife and in
possession of what was at the time illegal liquor.
A few officers were dismissed for criminal activity.
William Johnson was removed on March 19, 1903 after being charged with attempting to
murder Privates Ulysses Hall and Frank Waters, both black officers. He was found insane
and sent to St. Elizabeths.
As a way of comparison at least one white officer went to Leavenworth for killing his wife, and
another white policeman, angry with his Captain, killed him in what is now the 1st District
police station on South Carolina Ave. S.E.
HONORABLY DISCHARGED AFTER LONG AND FAITHFUL SERVICE
A patrolman's life is difficult and took a toll on an officer's health and strength. But many
served for what we might now consider an extraordinary number of years. A few examples
are:

Source: National Archives, Record Group 351, Entry 119, Personnel File of Henry Lee

Henry C. Lee, was appointed in 1890 and discharged May 1, 1930 after 40 years service.
William Clinton, was honorably discharged December 31, 1922 after 46 years service. He
was 70, and received the normal pension for a private, of $69.16 per month.
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Richard Anderson, was honorably discharged April 9, 1921 after 45 years of service. He
was appointed a driver and promoted to Private 2nd Class shortly before retirement so that he

could receive a larger pension. From the newspaper article, in 1861 he and his parents were
contraband escaping from slavery in Virginia.
Thomas S. Delany, served from 1898 until he was honorably discharged January 1, 1942
after 44 years service.
IN THE LINE OF DUTY
African Americans often were assigned to beats in the most violent neighborhoods such as
“Murder’s Bay,” “Hell's Bottom” and the “Division.” It is somewhat surprising that so few of the
early policemen died in the line of duty.
I've already mentioned Robert Fleet whom I believe should be counted as the first African
American to die in the line of duty, and possibly Philip Thompson.
The next was John Purcell – On October 17, 1923 Officers Purcell and Crawford, while on a
plain-clothes detail, were walking in an alley when they surprised a group of burglars. Without
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warning the subjects began shooting, wounding both officers. The officers returned fire, fatally
wounding one of the suspects. Officer Purcell suffered two gunshot wounds and later died.
Gail Cobb – On September 20, 1974, became the first African American woman, and to date
the only woman to die in the line of duty. Officer Cobb was walking a foot-beat, when a citizen
reported to her that a man with a gun had just run into the parking garage. The man, a robbery suspect, was running from other officers. Officer Cobb confronted the man and made
him place his hands on the wall. As Officer Cobb attempted to use her radio to call for back
up, the suspect drew a handgun and shot her once, the bullet hit her arm and entered her
heart.
Last Name

Died

1

Robert Fleet

2
3
4

John W. Purcell
Paul W. Jones
William J. Weston,
Jr.
Elmer L. Hunter
Marcus P. Willis

Aug. 20, 1874 Heart attack or stroke after running to a call box
and reporting a fire.
Oct. 17, 1923 Shot by burglars.
Mar. 14, 1936 Auto accident.
Mar. 4, 1945 Shot in the back by an intoxicated man.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Cause of Death

Mar. 20, 1963 Shot by a man he was escorting off a bus.
Dec. 27, 1965 Shot by accidental discharge of his partner’s
gun.
Lawrence L. Dorsey Feb. 2, 1968 Shot while attempting to arrest a suspect.
Eugene I. Williams Feb. 27, 1968 Shot by driver during a traffic stop.
Willie C. Ivery
Nov. 15, 1968 Shot by a uniformed officer while attempting an
arrest in plain-clothes.
Jerrard F. Young
May 21, 1971 Shot by suspect while attempting an arrest
Ronnie W. Hassell Dec. 2, 1972 Hit by a driver who ran a red light.
George D. Jones, Jr. Mar. 24, 1973 Shot while responding to a domestic dispute.
Gail A. Cobb
Sep. 20, 1974 Shot by a robbery suspect.
Bruce W. Wilson
Apr. 26, 1977 Shot at close range by unknown suspect.
Bernis Carr, Jr.
Feb. 16, 1978 Shot during a robbery.
Alfred V. Jackson
Jun. 6, 1979 Police helicopter crash.
Robert K. Best
Dec. 15, 1982 Shot in the back by robbery suspect.
Ernest C. Ricks, III May 17, 1989 Collapsed at Police Academy during physical
training.
James McGee, Jr. Feb. 7, 1995 Shot by uniformed officer while in plain-clothes
during a robbery attempt.
Anthony W. Simms May 25, 1996 Struck by a truck while conducting traffic.
Brian T. Gibson
Feb. 5, 1997 Ambushed and shot to death.
Oliver W. Smith
Feb. 26, 1997 Shot during a robbery attempt.
Robert L. Johnson, Apr. 27, 1997 Shot by an armed suspect.
Jr.
Thomas Hamlette, Jul. 18, 1998 Accidental discharge of his weapon during a
Jr.
scuffle with a suspect.
Wayne C. Pitt
Apr. 11, 2007 Vehicle accident. (Former NC police officer.)

Age

Yrs. Of
Service

32

5

45
55
27

17
25
2.5

24
26

1
1

28
31
26

5
6
2

25
20
31
24
27
31
34
24

3
1
3
1
5
11

26

5

35
28
27
31

10
7
3
7

24

1.5

57

4

1

The MPDC's Memorial website page lists 115 DC police officers killed or died in the line of
duty, not including Robert Fleet and Philip Thompson. Of those, 24 were African American.
You can go to the MPDC’s web page for the complete list and more details about each man
and one woman. In some cases there are photographs.
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RACIAL PREJUDICE WITHIN THE MPDC AND AMONG THE CITIZENRY
There is no evidence in the personnel files from 1861 to about 1920 of senior officers of the
MPDC discriminating against the black policemen. Detective Tillman did not encounter any
difficulties working with his fellow detectives, although white citizens were at times offensive.
Detective Henry Lacy who served in the Detective Bureau from 1892 to 1906, also enjoyed
good relations with his fellow detectives and was something of a legend about town. During a
trial for conduct unbecoming an officer, several of his fellow detectives were called as
character witnesses. Each testified that they had worked with Lacy and found him an
honorable gentleman.
Major & Superintendent William Moore (Chief of Police from 1886 to 1898) and the Police
Commissioners were frequently criticized by the “colored” newspapers for failing to appoint or
promote African Americans in sufficient numbers. However, they appointed 20 black men in
the years 1890 to 1899. While that was only a small fraction of the white men appointed, it
represented more African American appointments than any administration in the previous 20
years.
Within the ranks (many of whom were Irish) there was certainly prejudice, but there seems to
have been general harmony. This may be more attributable to the fact that white and black
officers generally served separately. Other than temporary assignments, no black held a
supervisory position. Black officers were normally partnered with other black officers and
were assigned to beats with large black populations.
The testimony heard by the Police Trial Board that is found in the personnel files from 1861 to
about 1920 document at least two cases that show the prejudices that existed within the
ranks.
Pvt. Samuel H. Ellis was dismissed in October 1869 for refusing to do duty with newly
appointed Private Walter Cooper. He was found guilty of insubordination.
A second instance relates to Pvt. William West, the black officer in the 1878 photo shown on
the first page. He was temporarily put in charge of the reserve police officers at a fire in 1895.
West asked Pvt. William Owens to look after some of the personal property that had been
carried out into the street. Pvt. Owens turned to his Sergeant and responded “Sergeant, I
don’t propose to be ordered around by this damn n___.” Sergeant Kenney ordered Owens to
“Go back and do your duty, he is in charge, I put him in charge.” Pvt. Owens was tried for
insubordination and for using “harsh, violent and profane language” to Pvt. West. He was
clearly guilty, but the Trial Board found him not guilty, stating that the Sergeant had not made
his orders sufficiently clear to the men prior to the use of the profane language.
Evidence of racial prejudice was more common among the white citizenry. The Evening Star
reported on July 10, 1869 that “The appearance of Tilghman on his beat in the First Ward,
occasioned considerable comment, and in not a few cases scurrilous remarks were made to
him and his partner, but he quietly performed his duty, not noticing the ill-natured comments
made on his appearance.“ There are other instances in the files where white citizens filed
complaints about the behavior of black officers with a view to having them removed. The Nword appears frequently in their statements.
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NAACP TAKES ACTION
While there is not a lot of evidence of overt prejudice in the personnel files, complaints about
discriminatory hiring and promotion practices continued. In October 1957 a hearing on police

race bias was held. The NAACP produced this chart which clearly shows the problem. There
were no officers above the rank of Corporal. There were 7 Detective Sergeants in place, but
Detective Sergeant was not a supervisory position. It was awarded for investigative skills.
The chart also makes it clear how few of the 1,886 positions were held by black officers -only 256 or 13.5%. In 1966 blacks still accounted for only 16.5% of the force, and there were
only 10 officers above the rank of corporal compared to 287 white officers.
FIRSTS AMONG THE BLACK POLICE OFFICERS
In 1901 Henry Lacy who had been serving in the Detective Bureau at Headquarters since
1892 was promoted to Detective Sergeant for his exceptional
investigative skills. In 1917 Richard Beckley and Paul Jones, both of
whom I've already mentioned, were the next to be promoted. From
then on it became customary to reserve about six positions in the
Detective Bureau for the promotion of black detectives. Whenever the
Department was accused of not promoting enough black officers the
response was always, “Oh, but look at the Detective Bureau we have
six Detective Sergeants.”

Source: 1894 History of the Metropolitan Police Dept., p. 138
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THE WOMAN’S BUREAU
I have only begun researching the Woman's Bureau, but I don't want to ignore them. In 1888
Congress made provision for 3 police matrons who were responsible for searching and
monitoring women prisoners, and caring for the women and children who were periodically
brought to the police precincts for their protection. In 1917 Congress created the Woman’s
Bureau and provided funding for 17 women who were responsible for what we would today
call social work. But they also had full police powers and monitored dance halls, movie
theaters and did detective work into areas that might involve crimes of a sexual nature or the
exploitation of women and children.
Washington Post, Aug. 2, 1919

The headline from the 1919 article refers to Mina
VanWinkle, the first head of the department, looking
for colored women to work among the African
American community. The text of the article refers to
an unnamed colored woman who had already been
appointed to the Bureau, but on her first day she was
sent out to patrol the dance halls of Southwest. She
took one look at the characters in the first dance hall
that she came to, turned around and went home to
write her letter of resignation.
A few days later it was reported in the newspapers
that Southern Congressmen threatened to remove
the funding for the Bureau if any attempt was made to
appoint black women to the Bureau.
I have not as yet determined when the next colored
policewoman was appointed. The photo below is
from 1922. It is difficult to make out, but there does
not appear to be any black woman in the photo.

The Bureau was abolished in 1967 and the women transferred to the Youth Division.
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MORE “FIRSTS”
As you’ve seen, as late as the 1960’s the Police Department was criticized for appointing too
few African Americans, and for being reluctant to promote black officers. But African
American men and later women continued to serve honorably and with distinction.
Eventually, through their own efforts and that of the press, civic associations, and especially
the NAACP, their contributions began to be recognized and rewarded with promotions to
higher ranks.
First

Year

Name

Sergeant

1957

Owen Davis

Corporal

1952

Calvert Bernard Ruffin

Lieutenant

1943

Daniel Pitman

Female Precinct Detective

1957

Lucille McGraw (Sergeant – 1967)

Female Homicide Detective

1969

Romaine Powell-Jenkins

Captain

1965

Owen Davis

Female Captain

1978

Joyce Leland

Inspector

1967

Robert Hough

Deputy Chief of Police

1969

Owen Davis

Assistant Chief of Police

1969

Tilmon O’Bryant

Chief of Police

1978-81
1981-89
1989-92
1992-95
1997
19982006

Burtell Jefferson, followed by:
Maurice Turner
Isaac Fulwood
Fred Thomas
Sonya Proctor (Interim)
Charles Ramsey

Some firsts in the promotion of African Americans on the MPDC.

Given that it had taken 80 years (1861 to 1943) for the first black policeman to reach
the supervisory rank of Lieutenant. It is remarkable that it took a little over 30 years for an
African American to rise to the rank of Chief of Police.

